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Student
Computer
Access
Squeezed

A budgetary miscalculation by
the Department of Mathematical
Sciences has reduced the amount
of computer time available to
many undergraduates.
According to Dean of

Engineering Dr. David
VqndeLinde, Dr. Roger A. Horn,
Chairman of the Mathematical
Sciences Department estimated
last November that his
department would use only
$44,000 of the $53,000
budgeted for instructional use in
the current academic year. He
asked the Dean if he could use
the extra $9000 to fund a visiting
faculty member for this semester
because the department nad lost
several faculty.
Dr. Horn's judgement was

based on past experience with
rates of computer use. For the
Past several years, the computing
budget has remained relatively
constant, and the Department
has often failed to use its full
allotment.
However, Mathematical

Sciences department did not
forsee this year's increased
demand for the facilities. The
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Chesanow of the North

jump was due to expanded
enrollment in computer-orinted
Mathematical Sciences courses
and greater faculty and student
increase in using the computer.
By late March, the Math

Science department discovered
that it needed $18,000, and
requested that sum from the
Deans. Homewood House could
not provide the full amount, but

offered to split the shortfall with
the department.
The Deans had expected that

Mathematical Sciences' $9,000
contribution would be taken
from a gift fund which it alone
controls. The Department
apparently felt it was
inappropriate to use such gifts to
relieve the squeeze. Instead, they
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Zeffert Elected Senior President;
Four Constitution Changes Pass

BY GAYLE COHEN

Four Student Council
Constitutional amendments
passed in the referendum held
earlier this week, and the Council
coal miner resolution was upheld
by a two-vote margin. In the class
officers' primary, Monroe Zeffert
WO n the Senior Class presidency.
Toe Sophomore and Junior
presidential candidates will have
to compete in next week's
general election.
. The newly -passed
constitutional amendments
Change the impeachment process
so that the requisite number of
voters is determined by set

numbers rather than by
percentages. For example, under
the old system, twenty percent
of a class had to bring a petition
for impeachment of a class
officer. Under the revised system,
the same petition can be brought
by 75 class members. The
amendment also deletes the
requirement that at least forty
percent of the class must vote in
an impeachment referendum.
This proposal passed 254 to 70,
with 156 abstentions.

Another of the amendments
imposes a tougher procedure for
closing Student Council (S.C.)
meetings. Formerly, a 2/3 vote of
the Council could close an S.C.

meeting. Now a unanimous vote
is required. The vote on this
amendment tallied 332 for, 70
against, 86 abstaining. •
The amendment process for

both the Constituion and the SC
bylaws, the S.C.'s internal
operating guidelines, may be
amended by student referendum.
This passed with 253 yes votes,
132 no votes, and 105
abstentions.
The current S.C. Constitution

Committee was authorized to
make grammatical corrections in
the Constitution before it is
submitted for official printing. 2
This passed 336 to 56 to 79. z
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Next Week:

The Great
Treasure Hunt

Returns

APRIL 21, 1978

BA-PhD Program
Approved By CUS

BY ROBERT RIGGS

The Committee On
Undergraduate Studies
Wednesday approved a new
six-year Psychology program in
which students will be able to
obtain both Bachelor's and
Doctor of Philosphy degrees.
The new program, which was

strenuously opposed by some
students, was passed in the CUS
by a 5-4 vote. All four
CUS members voted
while four faculty
endorsed the pro
abstain
Under
St

tie-brea
proposal.

According to a preliminary
plan -drafted by the Psychology
department, the new offering
comes in response to increasing
undergraduate concern with
preparat mo r duate
school. "The changing pattern of
undergraduate and graduate
education offers an opportunity
to provide a combined program
that will be uniquely suited to a
select group of potential
undergraduates," the report
states.

The program itself will consist
of four tracks. The main body of

student
agai

, who
, cast the

e in favor of the

students will receive three years
of undergraduate education, by
which they will complete all the
requirements for a B.A. degree in
psychology. If their work
qualifies them for the graduate
program, they will participate in
three years of graduate work
leading to a . PhD. de ree
psychology. Othe
for students 11*
the PI
ye

ill
natives

plete
be "a four

. . a ear B.A.,let

students who
program in the CUS

le _Student Council opposed
it because they felt it requires
too much specialization. "Tile
students have registered their
doubts and objections to it by
their vote," commented David
Chesanow, president of the
Council. "In a lot of ways it
epitomizes some of the problems
we have here. It's inducting
students with the express
eventual purpose of getting a
six-year program."

Mark Steinberg, chairman of
the Student Council Education
Committee, also said the new
program was typical of an overall
University outlook. "It becomes
clear at this point that the
University is not and never will
be interested in undergraduate
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Monroe Zeffert
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Heavy Book Sale
at the Bookcenter

49C .a pound

A fine selection
of weighty tomes

Don't miss it

Starts April 24th

campus notes
The INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

FORUM will meet April 27 at 7:30 in

Conference Room A. Elections will be

held for all other offices besides

resident.

WJHU will hold a General Staff

meeting oil Wednesday, April 19, at

7:00 in the Social Lounge. The

following meetings will be held in

preparation for the general meeting:

business staff on Tuesday at 4:00;

production promotion on Monday at

6:00; program staff on Monday at

7:00; classical music on Tuesday at

7:30; and the record library on

Saturday at 3:00. All separate staff

meetings will be held in the business

office.

WANTED: Interested writers and

business-minded students to work on

the 1978-79 Student Handbook. We

need your ideas, enthusiasm, and

time. If you are interested at all
please see

Judy Reilly in the Chaplain's Office,

extention 8187.

PREMEDS April 14, 1978, to pick

these up and receive instructions

regarding the mailing of the letters.

This should be taken care of before

you leave for the summer.

Applications are now available in the

main gym for MEMBERSHIP ON

NEXT YEAR'S BIA. Applications

must be filled out and returned to the

BIA folder by Saturday April 22 at 5

pm. Interviews wil I be held Monday

night, April 24. Any questions, please

call Jeff Marks at 235-3851.

On Tuesday, April 25, DR. GRYDER

Chairman of the pre-medical

recommendation committee, will

present the statistics of last year's

graduating class for gaining admission

to medical schools. He will also be

available to answer any questions on

the admission process . The talk

begins at 7 pm in the

Listening-Viewing Room.

Tout etudiant qui a fait au moms trois
ans d'etudes de langue francaise a
l'university (c.a.d., qui a termine 21.11
ou l'equivalent et qui s'interesse a
part iciper au programme des

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING
ASSISTANTS est prie de voir Mme.

Sullivan ou Mme Birnbaum mardi, le

25 Abril a Ilh ou a 13 h dans Gilman

221 (X72281. 11 s'agit d' enseigner une

heure par semaine le francais aux

debutants ( 21.1) et de suivre un cours
285.541.

Applications are available in the main

gym for the G. WILSON SHAFFER

AWARD which is given to a

graduating senior who has given the

most to intramural competition at

JHU. Forms must be returend by

Wednesday April 26.

There will be a BIA TRACK MEET

tomorroq at 1:30. Rosters must be

completed by 5 pm today and

returned to the BIA folder in the main

gym. Any questions, call Tom Locraft

at 235-0372 (day) or 243-2305

(evening).

On May 2,3, and 4, AED presents the

HEALTH SYMPOSIUM:

ALTERNATIVES TO MEDICINE.

The purpose of the informal series of

lectures is to alert undergraduates of

other fields in the health field

including Vetinary medicine, Hospital

administration, Nursing, Podiatry,

Rehabilitation medicine, etc. All talks

will begin at 8 pm in the

listening-viewing room.

The SAILING CLUB will be holding

elections for officers on Tuesday,

April 25 at 7 pm in Gilman 18. All

members are urged to

attend.

Wednesday Noon Series
Presented by

The Office of Special Events

'Southern Appalachian Musicians in
Maryland: Performance and

Discuss ion,

David Whisnant

Associate Professor and Chairman

of American Studies,

University of Maryland, Baltimore County

and

Ola Belle Reed

Musician and recording artist

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26- 12 NOON

Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library
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They're making a new kind
of music and its for now,
the 70's Read about the

artists and the music they
make in the next issue of

Insider-the free supplement
to your college newspaper from Ford.

Ford hopes you enjoy reading
the Insider, and also hopes

you'll consider Ford first

Look for "Insider"
Ford's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements.

s
when shopping for a new
car. We have a great
selection of cars and
trucks, designed for today
and the years beyond. So
enjoy reading about the

"Music of the 70's:' And look into a new
Ford You'll find
both of them chock
full of better ideas.

FORD CF02;ti

The BIA track and field meet will bt

held tomorrow at 1:30. Seven events,

including a pentathalon, will be

offered. Entries due in gym office

today by 5:00. Timers greatly needed.

More info- 243-2305.

The Baltimore Association for

Retarded Citizens needs bicyclists to

participate in its Ride a Bike for the

Retarded fund drive. The Bike-a-thon

will be Sunday, April 30. Rain date is

Sunday, May 7. For further

information, please call the Chaplain's

Office at 338-8187.

All those interested in being transfer

student advisers next year should call

Meg at 323-1886 to express their

interest.

The Gay Caucus will hold its weekly

ifleeting at 7:00 Pm on Monday, April

24. All interest persons, gay or

straight, are invited to attend. For the

location or other information, please

call Jeff at 243-4435 or Jim at

235-5859.

Happy
Birthday

to:

Chris
Stutz

Dave
Hawk

Dad
DeakFORD DIVISION

75"ANNIVERSARY
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Dr. Frederick Diermann

Bufano Garden
To Be Erected
The Jon n s Hopkins

Department of Plant Planning
and Operations will erect a
sculpture garden next fall just
north of tlie new Seeley Mudd
Biology Building, according to
P•P.O. Director William
Campbell.
The theme of the Bufano

Sculpture garden, donated by tile
artist's son to establisn a center
of Bufano sculpture on the East
Coast, is "modern animals,"
Campbell said. The works include
stone originals and cement
replicas.
Most of the University'sconstruction plans concern

science, nowever. The Mudd
Biology building, to open tais
fall, is Phase One. The next two
Phases will be wings, which will
Combine with the central
building into a single component.

Hopkins' heavy emphasis on
science results from heavy federal
funding in tnat area, Campbell
noted. Old science buildings like
Remseli Hall lack tne money for

one-shot renovation. Eacii lab
costs approximately $100,000 to
restore, and labs must be
renovated piecemeal because of
thprohibitive cost. Because of
limited funding, Hopkins
emphasizes restoration more than
new construction. "Structurally,
the buildings are in good silope,"
Campbell affirms.
The University's funding

squeeze, unable to maintain the
building boom of the prosperous
1960's, also extends to housing.
Although plans for a new
domitory receive high priority,
the high cost of building is
prohibitive. The federal
government's $155 million
university housing project is
inadequate, according to
Campbell.

Other Plant and Planning plans
include reworking San Martin
Drive and the parking lot behind
Hopkins Club. Campbell blames
sinking roads by the library on
"natural settlement" and efforts
to bring water from a central
chiller to tile Biology building.

Dr. Fred Diermann Retires;
Roseman His Successor

After 12 years at Johns
Hopkins, Dr. Frederick G.
Die rmann is retiring. Dr.
Diermann, Director of Advising
and Counseling, has been with
the University since May, .1966.

"I've enjoyed my years at
Johns Hopkins," said Diermann,
"The University itself is small
enough to be enjoyable. I've
made a lot of friends during my
years here."

Dr. Diermann pointed out that
there have been a number of
changes not only in the
University, but in the attitudes of
Hopkins students as well, since
he has been iiere.
"i think that tiiere have been

some changes in students'
attitudes," Diermann said, "and
there snould be a move to reverse
this--we should emphasize
learning rather than grades,
content rather than credit, and
fellowship rather than
competition."
Diermann believes that the

University can combat these
problems through expanding and
developing new
programs.

'.'Hopkins continually
experiments with new
programs,' Diermann
commented. "This University is
small enough to further its
experimentation with new
programs."

Dr. Diermann plans to remain
in Baltimore, volunteering his

time to helping handicapped
people in this area.
"I thought that I should retire

at a time when I could still enjoy
things in life," Diermann added.

Dean Michael Hooker said that
Mrs. Martha Roseman, Assistant

Director of Advising and
Counseling, will replace Dr.
Diermann. Mrs. Roseman's
position has yet to be filled, but
applications are now being taken,
and interviews will soon be
conducted.

After Five Years,
Stam Departs As
M.S.E. Librarian

BY BETTY WARD

Milton S. Eisenhower
Librarian David H. Stam will
leave Johns Hopkins in July to
accent the Andrew W. Mellon
Directorship of tne New York
Public Research Libraries.

According to Stam, Provost
Richard Longaker is develoning a
screening committee to evaluate
possible replacements and
expects to name an interom
director soon. Stam says
Longaker has already talked to a
number of librarians and
developed a list of people who
may be interested in the job. "I
can say it's a particularly hard
time to be looking for a librarian.
Of the 100 major university
libraries in the country, about 18
or 20 are presently looking for a
head librarian, so the pickings are
a little slim," says Stam.

Ex N-L Editor to Serve
As Student Legal Eagle

Several Student Council
members met with Mr. Jay L.
Lenrow to discuss providing
students with inexpensive or free
legal advice last Thursday. "We
approached Mr. Lenrow in order
to obtain legal advice in
numerous areas, such as housing
and the discipline code. We
thought it best to get advice from
outside the University
framework,'' said Stuart
Davidson, Chairperson of the
Student Council Housing and
Community Relations
Committee.

Mr. Lenrow, a past News-Letter
editor, is definitely willing to
work with the News-Letter to
inform students of their rights.

He plans to write articles for the
News-Letter on areas of the law
that effect students. Also, Mr.
Lenrowwould like to see students
write to the News-Letter with
their legal questions. His
responses to these questions
would appear in a special "Dear
Lawyer" column.
Mr. Lenrow also expressed

interest in helping students with
legal problems in other ways. He
might help prepare a section on
housing laws in the S.C. Housing
and Community Relations
Committee student handbook.
He has also offered to give his
advice for the discipline code the
Student Council is currently
working on.

Mr. Mani tees mat asiue from
budgetary problems, two major
diffficulties face his successor:
lack of space and the impact of
closing the Library of Congress'
card catalog. The latter would
'necessitate replacing MSE's
catalog with an automated
system stored on tape or
microfiche. If this change is not
effected, wnat tile Library.- of
Congress produces for MSE will
not be compatible with MSE's
cataloging sytem.

Mr. Stam first joined the New
York Public Library (NYPL)
staff in 1959 as a clerk typist.
Now, he will nave responsibility
for NYPL's 22 research libraries
and special research collections.
These include all the collections
at the main building on Fifth
Avenue, the Library of
Performing Arts at Lincoln
Center, and the Schomburg
Collection in Harlem.

During Stain's five-year tenure
as MSE librarian, the library
introduced automatic cataloging,
circulation, and information
retrieval, and studied the
possibilities of physical
reorganization of reference,
reserves, C-Level, and Gilman
stacks. Mr. Stain also oversaw tile
development of a new staff
association, the founding of a
University bindery, and the
library's entry into the Center for
Research Libraries, the Maryland
Inter-Library Loan Organization,
and the Folger Institute.
"We've developed fairly strong

financial support for the library,"
Stain notes. "Five years ago, our
budget was $1.4 million; now it's
$2.6 million. Next year's budget
is very tight, but what we've
done in this same time period is
increase the amount of work tnat
the library is actually doing."

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS,
& SENIORS 

• ictures being retaken for the 1978 Hullabaloo. I
Thursday & Friday April 27 & 281

PLACE: Look for posters for location and time
For more info, call Bob at 889-3738
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Lazybones
We don't know what it is. Maybe it's spring fever, or

amphetimines in the drinking water, but we're just plum
lazy. We don't feel like breaking our collective arse to
breathe some editorial fire and brimstone into this
monotonous menagerie. So we don't feel like writing an

editorial this week. We're just going to fill up this space

with some jim-dandy graphics we just know you're going to

hang on your wall. So roll the film, Hawk.

Gray Area

THE GREAT FALL

Funny Cartoon

Grad to Hopkins:Drop Dead
BY MARC W. STEiNBERG
Four years have passed. As a

member of the community who
has been involved in the politics
of this university I have
frequently come to reflect on
both its strengths and
shortcomings. Thus before
departing from tne hallowed halls
of Johns Hopkins I feel it
incumbent to take one last look
at what nas transpired, and in
addition what these four years
hold in store for the future.

Before I begin moralizing,
however, two points are in order.
First, •students must certainly
accept part of tile blame for that
which is Johns Hopkins. For
although we have significantly
less established power than our
counterparts at this university
our own position is frequently
compromised by a lackadaisical
attitude. The sixties taught us
that only through concerted
effort could a student voice
become a respected force. This
lesson we have all too quickly
forgotten. The scurry for jobs
and the need to excel have
usurped an important position
for the student in academica.
They have stealthily robbed
student bodies of a sense of
self-determination and a will to
affect change. It is time we
openly acknowledge this fact or
resign ourselves to wallow in the
reality that confronts us now.

Second, the following remarks
may to many seem to be gross
generalizations. FOf this I
apologize. Certainly Johns

Hopkins nas no single face. It, as
all other social institutions, is a
complex and multi-faceted
entity. There is good here, and I
can fortunately attest to tile fact
that I have seen, lived with, and
learned from its various
manifestations. My aim is not,
however, to laud wnat exists, but
in a small way to provide
criticisms to add to the greatness
of this institution; for
constructive criticism is certainly
a hallmark of scholarship and
education. With apologies for all
crudities, doubts, and confusions
I hope the following may be
accepted in the spirit in wilich it
is given.

In my tenure at Johns
Hopkins I have been exposed to a
startling amount of deceit,
back-handedness, and petty
political trickery. This politics
has often defiled the motto of
this University and made a
shambles of the integrity that is
theoretically implicit in
academics. Its effect is a chasm
between faculty and
administration and students.
Truth, honesty and sincerity have
become waning concepts, used
more frequently with
apprehension and less with
confidence. The issues raised over
the last four years and their now
seemingly inevitable outcomes
have created a profound sense of
alienation and distrust among
students towards the faculty and
administration. We have come to
expect tile worst and this is one
of tile most disheartening

realities of Johns Hopkins. Such
tactics are no way to govern a
university, and if present trends
continue students can anticipate
an insufferable and suffocating
tendency at this school.
This politics would be

innocuous if it was simply the
flexing of egos and an exercise in
character manipulation to which
we all fall prey. Yet the reality is
quite the opposite for political
fighting is an insidious and
cancerous force which eats at the
very core of this University—the
ideals of education. To say that
this institution nas misplaced
certain educational values is a
pitiful understatement. The
present system of tenure
consciously neglects the value of
competent teaching, and to say
otherwise is a reproachable lie.
For one of tile most respected
universities in this country this is
a staggering disgrace. Yet the
tenure system is symptomatic of
a larger degeneration. Rote
learning has become the
surrogate of critical thinking, of
the expression of ideas, and the
more difficult exercising of the
students' critical faculties. This
system of instruction is easy for
the professional researcher to
accept tacitly, for it requires far
less expenditure of time on his
students. It bolsters the
sacrosanct nature of the lab and
library and reduces the
requirements and necessities Of
proper teaching.
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A Voice for the Humanities
BY ROS RESNICK

As we all read in our
handbooks, Hopkins was
America's first University. The
University concept includes both
arts and sciences; yet in recent
years this ideal has been
corrupted. Hopkins is rapidly
turning into a science institute
with only two objectives:
research and pre-medical studies.
Few seem to care that our future
doctors will not be able to think
critically or to express
themselves intelligently. Even
fewer recognize the importance
of humanities faculty, courses,
and students.
Many students choose a

university because of its
reputation. A good reputation is
made by a combination of
first-rate faculty and a
comprehensive course selection.
Because of Dr. Muller's recent
actions, a junior humanities.
professor has no job security
here. Why should he enrich the
Hopkins community when tie can
go to a real university and be
guaranteed the position his talent

deserves?- At Hopkins the
administration dispenses witil
top-notch minds to economize.
Course offerings are also a farce.
Reading the University circular,
one is led to believe that Hopkins
offers a wide selection of
Humanities courses. For those
planning to stay at Hopkins for
the next eight or ten years this
may be true, but anyone who has
examined the latest course guide
knows that Humanities are
shrinking.
But so what? one of my

pre-med friends told me. The
course offerings and faculty cuts
only reflect the orientation of
the school. If that's the case,
th .en wily all tie
window-dressing? Why is
Hopkins staging a big recruitment
campaign to lure Humanities
students here? Why did Dr.
Muller invite Claude Levi-Strauss
to speak at Commemoration?

This defies easy explanation. If
humanities are truly a part of
Hopkins, then why are they
being shafted? It's time for
Hopkins students to resolve this

contradiction. The Student
Council must encourage direct
action on this issue. It can
organize a committee to look for
alternate ways to keep the
University solvent. This does not
mean sacrificing science for arts.
I do not propose a vendetta. This
committee chould then present
suggestions to the administration
and publicize them throughout
the student body. Individual
students can make themselvts
aware of the issue by discussing it
among themselves and with their
' professors. Letters must be

written, petitions signed.
News-Letter editorial space could

be devoted to maintaining a true
university instead of cynicallY
smirking-at the Spring Fair.
Of course, there is no

guarantee that this campaign win
have any effect, especially since
finals and the end of the year are
fast approaching. But we must
look to the long-term if we want
lasting results. We must act
quickly, competently, and with

strength. Humanities at Hopkins
are worth saving.

"Come to the Rat often?"
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Try Some Assertiveness;
Don' t Take It Any Longer

By BETTY WARD

Assertiveness training, rooted
in Watsonian psychology, teaches
people to act in their own
interest without experiencing
anxiety. Participants learn to
express their feelings honestly
without denying others' rigats.
About a dozen people

particpated in the assertiveness
training (AT) course at the White
House last fall. and nine to 14
persons are in tile present group.
Jocelyn Cohen leads the sessions,
which are open to JHU students
and staff.

At the first of ten AT sessions,
group members introduce
themselves and reveal their
reasons for attending. Tilis helps
establish trust among tile group
members. According to Ms.
Cohen, "A lot of trust and
support develops within the
group. The members are
divulging a lot of things about
themselves that they wouldn't
want people outside the group to
know. Personal things come
up....family situations in waich
they're not asserting themselves."
Group process affords the

members different figures for
role playing. In fact, one member
recommends group process
because, "In the real world, you
have to deal with other people."
Another participant commented,
"I felt uneasy during the first
couple of sessions, but not
anymore." A third assertiveness
trainee referred to the group as
"very confidential."
Cohen gives, first session

Participants a mild homework
assignment: to be assertive in a
sitaution where they will
Probably succeed or be positively
reinforced.

During the remainder of the
sessions, the group uses role
Playing, modelling, feedback,
positive reinforcement and
response shaping to gain
confidence. According to Ms.
Cohen, "As the group progresses,
we feel more comfortable; we
can handle more tense
situations." At one point, the
group begins to role play
situations taken from members'
diaries. Tliese weekly diaries arekept to maintain self-awareness,but they need not be snared withthe group.
Tne non-assertive kpassive)

person thinks of an appropriate
response only after an interaction
has ended. The aggressive person
responds too vigorously, making
deei), negative impressions and

usually regretting his actions.
Assertive responses come from
the individual confident in
himself and in his interpersonal
relationships. He feels competent
and capable without being
hostile: He is open, flexible, and
genuinely. concerned about the.
rights of others, yet able to
protect his own rights. Cohen
emphasizes, "You don't always
get what you want by being
assertive."

"The non-assertive or
aggressive person experiences low
self-esteem," says Cohen.
"Hopefully, as we become more
assertive, our self-images will
change." Most group members
felt passivity was their primary
problem, but one wrote, "I
vacillated between the two
extremes, and wanted to learn
the moderate stance."

Students undergo assertiveness
training for different reasons.
"Often I felt little respect for
myself in dealing with other
people non-assertively and
wanted to rid myself of that
uncertainty and feeling of
disfunction," one member said.
Another group member
commented, "I was tired of
people taking advantage of me
because they knew I would not
do anything to stop them."
"Saying 'yes' to things that I
didn't approve of-or agree with
prompted me to join the group,"
added another participant.
Cohen classifies non-assertive

people into two types: the
sit uationally non-assertive and
the generally non-assertive. A
situationally non-assertive person
is assertive most of the time, but
lapses into passivity or aggression
when contacting particular
persons of social surroundings.
These persons may nave
difficulty at school, at the office,
or with their families. The
generally non-assertive person
does not know how to make
healthy responses in most
situations. Tne generally
non-assertive person normally
opts for individual counselling
rather than group process. Cohen
says, "People swing. There are
generally non-assertive people
who are sometimes aggressive:
They swing because they're not
sure now to respond correctly.
in at's before they enter the
group."

After the group understands
the difference between assertive,
non-assertive (passive), and
aggressive behaviors, individuals

do exercises that require them to
distinguish the assertive response
to a situation from passive and
aggressive alternatives.
The last eignt sessions begin

with members listing their
assertive strengths and
weaknesses. They describe how
they asserted themselves that
week in ways they hadn't
previously asserted themselves.
Participants finish by revealing
the ways they failed to be
assertive, but the group always
begins with the positive. Cohen
says, "Some things are very big,
enlightening things for people.
and the group gets very happy
for them."

Cnildren are conditioned to be
non-assertive from third grade
on. "The quiet child who listens
to everything the teacher says
and doesn't interrupt is
rewarded," Cohen explains.
"He's rewarded for being
non-assertive. The child is not
rewarded in class if lie continues
to tell the teacher he just doesn't
understand the math. Even
aggressive cnildren are rewarded
with attention, but the assertive
child is almost never reinforced
the same way."

Leon Uris, the Baltimore-born author of eight best-selling novels, wil
speak Monday 24 April, at 4 p.m. in Shriver Hall. Mr. Uris, whose mostrecent novel, "Trinity," is about Ireland, will give the first in a newseries of annual lectures honoring the late G. Harry Powder. Mr. Uris'sother novels are "The Angry Hills," "Exodus," "Mila 18,""Armageddon," "Topaz," and "Q.B. VII." Mr. Uris was born inBaltimore in 1924. He attended City College but never graduate.Considered a poor student, he flunked English three times. He says with
tongue in cheek: "it's a good thing English and writing have nothing todo with each other."

'Concerned Students' Alert
Prospective JHU Freshmen
"An extremely concerned

group of students" who want
more emphasis on undergraduate
teaching last week circulated a
handbill disputing University
claims of academic excellence.
During this period, the
Admissions Office and the Blue
Key Society nave been
acquainting the 200 prospective
fresnmen with th.:
University. The letter questions
the University's emphasis on
researca, notes that claims of a
high teacher to student ratio are
misleading, and cites the Pfeffer
case as an example of "the wnole
crisis of undergraduate education
at Johns Hopkins." Sophomore
Chris Taylor, one of the
concerned students, commented,
"The early notification weekend
was chosen because this is when
Hopkins makes its greatest pitch.
We don't think that the
prospective students are being
given a. fair representation of the
school."

Jerome Schnydman, Associate
Director of Admissions, met with

Jjli Leukhardt Selected
To Be New Young Trustee

Jill Leukhardt was selected asa Young Trustee by tile HopkinsBoard of Trustees, tile Boardan
nounced at its April 10

meeting. The other two finalistsWere Ron Bialek and Steve
Ea dY• Selection was based onstudent elections and a half-houri
nterview.
Leukhardt commented tliatShe will be able to keep in

Contact with the undergraduates

L
next year because sae will be

living in Baltimore. According to
the new Trustee, her first priority
will be to learn about tile budget
deficit. She wants to consider
only those "sacrifices" least
damaging to Hopkins' "long-term
reputation" and to the education
of undergraduates and graduate
students.

The Board includes over sixty
members from tile alumni and
business communiy--44 active
members and four Young

Trustees. Each Young Trustee
serves a four-year term. :The four
current Young Trustees wdl
advise Leukhardt
Le uldiardt said she 'topes to
bring to tile Board her experience
as an undergraduate and to add a
female perspective. She noted
that tier belief in women's
equality will enhance tier
awareness of relevant issues and
serve as a backdrop for her
decisions.

some of the students. "I told
them that if they wanted to
improve JHU, lacy wouldn't pass
out material that would
discourage potential students
from attending."

"While wanting to maintain ad
optimistic viewpoint," remarked
Cindy Simon, President of the

Blue Key Society, "we .wailt to
give a realistic picture of what
Hopkins is like. This letter said
things that needed to be said all
the time until action is taken.
The statements don't differ that
much from what President Muller
said at the recent Board of
Trustees meeting."

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
YOUNG DEMOCRATS LECTURESHIP

PRESENTS

Senator
THOMAS EAGLETON

116 wirimwase---'11""aiift.
Wednesday, April 26, 1978 8:00 P.M.
IGarrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library

The Johns Hopkins University
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10% DISCOUNT on books'
Students, Faculty,
Senior Citizens Cash Only

Stock Books Only

Special Orders Welcome
Me York Rd.-0 e 7 Da

t.i4 eJ
If you wish Freedom from constraints

HEAR:
"LET MY PEOPLE GO"

It is the Title of an address by NATHANIEL RIDGWAY
WHITE, C. S., who is on tour as a member of The Christian
Science Board of Lectureship.

In Scottish Rite Temple, North Charles Street at 39th (please
use 39th St. Entrance).

Saturday April 22nd at 11 A.M., for First Church of Christ,
Scientist - Baltimore.

It is open to the public without charge. Bring a friend **
Prelude Music ** Offstreet Parking.

He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful, creative.
Both cared about people
and cared for them.

How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?

"No one ever asked me:'
they said.

Is this your story?
No one ever asked you?
Well, we're asking.

-- Mail Coupon Today!

Please send information on:

r_1 Diocesan Priests Li Religious Priests
HI Brothers n Nuns n Lay Ministries

Name  

Address  

City  

1-18

  State    ZIP

letters to the editor
To the Editor:
My letter is to propose that

full professors and administrators
whose salaries exceed $30,000
not receive a salary increase for
the year beginning July 1, 1978.

I believe this proposal has
merit for several reasons: (a) it
would result in a substantial
reduction in the budget, (b) it
would provide more planning
time and delay in personnel
reduction proposals which, if
carried through, would affect the
people who could afford it least,
(c) it would encourage the people
who need it the most and who
represent much of Hopkins'
present and probably most of its
future.
The adverse effects on full

professors and administrators
appear minimal: (a) the after-tax
benefits of a 5% increase are
small and often invisible as higher
levels of salary are reached, (b)
most full professors (invaluable
and otherwise) will not leave
because of this action. And, if
they do, additional funds will
accrue to the University. (c) An
18 months' moratorium on all
salary increases a few years ago
resulted in no noticeable
perturbations in the annual
turnover rate. (d) Last, such an
action would demonstrate that
we are a united institution which
cares enough not to sacrifice its
most valuable members.,

I offer this proposal not as a
single solution but as one of the
many options that should be
fully explored. We don't have
one option, the administrative
proposal, but many. Likewise,
each option should be considered
as a modifiable option. For
example, reduce staff over a
five-year period including full
professors and administrators.
Or, don't declare a moratorium
on increases, but establish a
graduated salary increase plan to
hold for two years, and so on. In
short, the current situation
requries a flexible, exploratory
effort instead of the yes-no
administration-faculty
dichotomies we appear to be
trapped in.

Sincerely,

John L. Hollan d
Professor

To the Editor:
Although some democracies

operate on tne principle requiring
the citizenry to participate in all
elections under pain of some
kind of penalty assessed against
them, in American democracy an
important (though implicit)
principle has i.lways been that
only those who care enough to
go to tile trouble of voting
should have their wishes put into
effect. The recent uproar over
the constitutional referendum on
campus seems to indicate that
some students do not understand
this principle.
On the other hand, there may

be those wno recognize tins
implicit principle and disagree ,
with it For tilose persohs, I
suggest Mat concrete proposals
for enfranchising the apathetic
and alienated students are
preferable to non-constitutional

lamentations, complaints, and
accusations regarding the apathy
and alienation and their causes
and consequences. I offer the
following pair of "model S.C.
Constitutional Amendments" as
such a proposal:

1) In all S.C. elections, the
alternative "None of the above"
shall appear on each ballot
immediately below the list of
candidates for each office. In the
event that the number of "none
of the above" votes is the
greatest number cast in the
election for a particular office,
none of the candidates shall be
elected to that office. The SC
may hold another election for
the office as soon as possible,
consistent with constitutional
procedure, but none of the
original candidates may run in
the new election, nor in any
subsequently-run elections for
that office during the academic
year. (Note: a more stringent
proposal would be to have the
office vacant until the next
regularly scheduled election in
such cases. After all, how much
worse off would the student
body really be if it effectively
abolished a few SC offices for a
year by refusing to elect anybody
to them? I would give this
version of the amendment little
chance of being passed over the
bowls of protest from the already
entrenched members of the SC,
however).
2)In all SC referenda, the

students shall be permitted to
vote for the alternative "I don't
care." For purposes of deciding
issues, "I don't care" votes shall
not be counted, HOWEVER, in
the case that the number of "I
don't care" votes is the greatest
number of votes cast in a
referendum, all SC officeholders,
whether elected or appointed,
shall be strictly prohibited from
making, or causing to be made,
any statement to the effect that
actions taken as a consequence of
the outcome of said referendum
were taken at the behest of the
student body, or by its mandate,
or in its, interest. This prohibition
shall apply to statements made
verbally or in writing, to the
student body at large or any
subset thereof, or -to any
member, representative, or
officer of any organization
affiliated with the SC, or to any
University official, or to any
representative of the media,
including the campus newspaper
and radio station. Any violation
of this prohibition shall be
grounds for impeachment and
removal from office, and the use
of such statements in campaign
literature or speeches by the
winning candidate in any SC
election shall be grounds for
declaring that election null and
void.

These amendments are offered
as examples of one approach to
dealing with apathy and
alienation on campus. Perhaps
they will be taken seriously;
perhaps not. Actually, I don't
care.

To the Editor:
I was moved to write thh

letter after meeting one of th4
students involved in the inciden
described, which provides
bridge to a similar incident tha
occurred nearly half a century
ago.

There is an age-old adage thaf
"history repeats itself." I should
like to comfirm this idea as
result of a recent incident o
campus that is, in a way, linke
to a similar incident tha
occurred in 1933.

Not long ago, I happened tt
pass the campus gymnasium
before which are two excellen
bronze figures, one a runner, th
other a Greek discus thrower
which I have always admired
They are not only exceedingly
well done by the artist, but also
in my opinion, are in excelien
taste and appropriate to till
functions and purposes of thi
gymnasium.

I noticed with amusement tha
some enterprising students hat
informally decorate
these statues.; a large, half-smoke
cigar had been placed betwee
the fingers of the runner in
most natural position; in th
discus-thrower's left hand was a
open can of beer. The whol
effect of this whimsical pran),
was amusing, incongruous, an
wholly enjoyable.

fi

Some 47 years ago, ti:.
beautiful Johns Hopkill

s.

Memorial Monument was locate;
in the center of the intersectio 

M
Traffic hazards required 

t
of Charles and 34th 

Street: 

ill(

removal. to. the camp
embankment south of 340 an
Street. This monument is familV SO

to all of us: a fine, square granitc in
shaft, mounted on an appropriatl di
pedestal, surmounted by ail; gr
excellent bronze bust, life-size,0'
our Founder, Johns Hopkins. Al d(
the base, the granite shaft 11(
flanked by two life-size braille g(
figures, allegorical statue al
represented as the Arts and the bzi
Sciences. 

The figure of the Arts, a 

ve 

W
beautiful woman, is undraPe pi'
above the waist, with bosor da
bare. She is holding in one hand'
bronze, shallow boWi
Altogether, it is a fine 311̀

lie

appropriate figure.] 
The figure for the Sciences is' rs11:;

noble-looking man, draped as Su'
a Grecian robe, with one 16,
crossed and the other above th,f 

lit

knee. His feet are bare. He boW
a book on his lap.
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VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL

KnIGHTs OF COLUMBUS
New Haven, CT 06507

Sincerely,

Tom Dial
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Psychology B.A. - PhD.
CONTD. FROM P. 1
education," he noted. "The
development of specialized
programs such as the Human
Biology Program, the
proliferation of B.A.-M.A.
programs without proper
supervision, and now the
B.A.-PhD. program are simply
indicative of the fact that this

may decide that this is a very
good idea, or we may decide that
this is a very bad idea."
"Students engage in early

specialization anyway," he
continued. "We already have
programs which foster early
specialization; they are regarded
as acceptable and desirable.

"If this is to become the wave
of the future, it is appropriate
that the wave originate here"

school is willing,- to prime
pre-professionals. ,and less
concerned to provide an
undergraduateeducation."
The students on the CUS

Presented a report detailing some
objections to the proposal at
Wednesday's metting. According
to CUS member Lisa
Koenigsberg, "We feel tins is
Putting pressure on
.someonebody too young. Also,
they won't have enough exposure
to enough disciplines."
"We felt there would not be

enough time for social activities,"
Koenigsberg continued. "By the
time someone is at the end of
their undergraduate career,
they'll have comprehensives
cornitlg up and will be working
on their dissertation."

Dr. Michael Hooker, assistant
to Dr. Suskind and an. ex-officio
member of the CUS, noted that
tne program is being
Implemented as an experiment.
'That makes sense, especially
considering tne tradition of
graduate education at Hopkins,"

• Dr. Hooker commented. "If this
Is to become the wave of the
future, it is appropriate that the
wave should originate here. We

That's just the nature of
undergraduate education today.
We will be able to insure the
quality of a program that
students would 'follow on their
own anyway." ,

According to Dr. Hooker, the
Psychology department will

evaluate the program at the end'
of three years. If they decide to
go ahead with it, they will
re-evaluate it after the first group
of students get their PhD.'s, in
six years. In addition, .ie noted
that the department will monitor
the program "on a continuing
basis" so that it can be "fine
tuned."
Some students were also

displeased at what they viewed as
unfair treatment which their
report received from Dean
Hooker when he presented to tne
CUS. "Hooker separated student
and faculty comments on the
sheet, which was unnecessary,"
Koenigsberg said. "The reason he
did it was because he thought
some of the student • comments
were stupid."

In order to be instituted, the
B.A.-PhD. program will have to
be approved by the Academic
Council and the Graduate
Board.

Computer Cuts
CONTD. FROM P. 1
reduced the allocation of
computer time for many
Mathematical Sciences courses
and consequently for many
students and faculty members. A
number of students who have
exceeded their revised quotas
have been denied further use of
the facilities. Dr. Horn refused to
comment on any aspect of the
problem.
To prevent,such miscalculation

in the future, a committee
composed of Dr. VandeLinde,
Dean of Arts and Sciences Dr.
Signund Suskind, a d Associate
Provost Dr. Richard Zdanis will
review methods of accounting for
computer time. "I don't want to

see another situation where the
undergraduates are hurt because
of someone else's mistake,"
commented outgoing Student
Assistant to the Deans Ron
Bialck.
The Department of

Mathematical Sciences is perhaps
the heaviest user of the computer
because much of its curriculum
deals with computer sciences.
The department allots a certain
amount of money for each
course. Each student has his own
computer account and his
password. If he exceeds the value
of time allotted to him for the
semester, ne is not allowed to
continue use of the facility.

Bottom Of The Mailbag
CONTI). FROM P. 6
Such is the Johns 'Hopkins

Memorial Monument. One
morning, 47 years ago, I was
crossing Charles Street at 34th,
and was astonished to note tnat
some student or students perhaps
nt a fit of whimsical of humor,
decorated the monument. On thegrave and serious head of Johns
Hopkins was a battered anddented tall silk hat. In the bowlheld by the figure of Arts, was a
generous mound of green
aPPles.Her erstwhile beautifulbare breasts had been modestlycovered with a very larged-sizeWhite brassiere, which gave a
Pleasant color contrast, with thedark olive green of tile bronze.The large, bare toe of thefigure of Science was neatly andheavily bandaged in white gauze,Slightly 

stained brilliant red withmercurichrorne. This was, Is
ubmit, a fine example of collegestudent whimsy and practicalhumor. Whoever so decorated the
Monument did not desecrate ordamage i t. The hat on thePound' head was affixed withd soft adhesive tape, which

peeled off without leaving a mark
on the sculpture. The green
apples were ,quite harmless, as
was the brassiere, and the
toe-bandage could not damage
the bronze foot. This was totally
the opposite of the act of
desecration committed by the
University of Maryland students
the night (or early morning)
before the Johns
Hopkins-Maryland football game
in 1935. They thoroughly
drenched the head of Johns
Hopkins, 'and the two figures at
the shaft base, with brilliant red,
quick-drying oil paint. The
maintenance staff was several
days cleaning away the red paint.
Such is the difference between
the two groups of students.

These two incidents, related,
though separated in time by
nearly half a century, illustrate
the inherent spirit of humor,
puckish pranks, and shenanigans
(a lovely Gaelic word!) common
to university students. Regardless
of tne serious, scholarly add
in tellectual functions and
purpose of tne University, and

Monday
LASAGNA
only $3.00
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Presents Special Discount
Coupons on Weeknights
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Tuesday
SPAGHETTI
any choice
$.60 off

Wednesday
PIZZA

any choice
$.50 off
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ammo 4mimm ammo mom

Thursday
any VEAL dishes

$.50 off

Please clip out and present to waitress
For carry out call 889-3831

3320 Greenmount Ave. at 33rd. St.
Waverly

regardless of how earnestly
students pursue their . courses,
still they ietain their sense of
humor, their innate urges to
express this humor in almost
schoolboy-like practical jokes.
This is both healthy' and
laudable, in my opinion,
provided no damage is done. In
the case of the Hopkins students
and their fun with the Hopkins
memorial, they observed the
above provisions; it was too bad
that the students from the
University of Maryland did not
do so.

Lord Acton once wrote in one
of his essays that unless we
maintain a sense of humor, we
shall go mad. It is good to see
this essential human trait will
persevere among Hopkins
students, and become expressed
in actidns that cause no damage
to persons or property.

Frederick S. Haydn
Col. Artillery, U.S. Army (Ret.)
Formerly an Instructor in History.

PhD. 1940.
Presently instructor in the Science .

College of the University`

Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri 9-5:30
Thurs. 9-8, Sat. 9-12:30

SET YOUR
SIGHTS HIGH. . .
only the best for your eyes.
That's why we carry a full line
of Optyl eyewear. A frame
made of Optyl material is
lightweight, durable and
shape retaining.

Your eyesight is precious
so insist on the best
—frame material in
Optyl % professional eye-
care services by: •

ROTUNDA
OPTICIANS

WERNER HENRICH

711 West 40th Street
Baltimore, Md.

21211

Tel. 467-7727

Prescriptions Filled

The Puffin fare
for youths.

One of the first things
young Puffuis learn to do,

is fly Icelandic.
Beginning April 1,

1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12

thru 23 years old
roundtrip from New
York to Luxembourg
for just $40(). $430
from Chicago. Re-
turn tickets are
good bra full

year. Fares are
subject to
change.
Book

anytime.

But there's more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.

You'll get a
great dinner and
excellent service

• on your trip. And
Icelandic will

• set you down
right in the mid-
dle of the Euro-
pean Continent,
where you'll be

just hours away by
train from Europe's
most famous

.landmarks.
So take a travel

tip from Iceland's
favorite bird.

Learn to fly Icelandic.
See your travel.

agent. Or write

DeIcePltan. 
#C352.

Icelandic Airlines,
P.O. Box 105,

:‘,.1 West liempstead,
N.Y. 11552. Call
800-555-1212 for

.• • •. toll-free number
• - • - in your area.

$275
Roundtrip14-45 day APEX fare from N.Y.'

Roundtriplinfili Fare. Good thro age 23.

Icelandic to Europe
• $'19:i from Chit agt/. Tk kits MUM ix reserved C, days pnor to departure AMpaid for within M day. re...ervat von Aild $17. each way for travel (in weekends 
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"THE HOFBURGER"
6 oz. Pure Beef

LTM Onion - Pickles Et French Fries
on a Kaizer-Roll

AT

THE
C RK ST.

GARAGE
2430 ST. PAUL ST.
The only place in town to get

a 'Square Meal on a Round Bun'
Kitchen open till 1 AM -

 ,.
FREE BEERM,

PRESENT THIS AD AND GET THE FIRST

DRAFT FREE WITH YOUR SQUARE MEAL
(SORRY-ONE TO A CUSTOMER)

The Office of Special Events and the

Office of Dean of Students

The Johns Hopkins University

present

U00 CCM HUM'

A LECTURE BY

DR. J. ALLen HMO

Director of the Center for UFO Studies, Professor of
Astronomy at Northwestern University, TECHNICAL
ADVISOR FOR THE MOVIE, Close Encounters of the Third
Kind, and former UFO Consultant to the Air Force.

Voted dile of the ten top college professors in America by a
poll conducted by People Magazine.

Tonight 8 P.M.

Shriver Hall', Homewood Campus

Tickets Available at the door

For further info., call 338-7157

Senior Class Film Series

presents

-*--!"-------41sia,asad by Twentieth Century-Fox
Directed by Arthur Hiller

Produced by Thomas L. Miller and
1;frward Ks

Rated PG

310-ritr9:GeneMider,
Richard Pryot,

k McGoohan,

-caothsrs

_ is 4ikiiidus...a-edmiC
genius who is

one of the great filth

"an excelient
Gene Wilder and
Richard Pryor"

WilLam Watt Cue

Friday & Saturday

7:30 &10:00 p.m.

April 21& 22

Shaffer 3

Admission - $1.00 Seniors - $.75

WHAT IS C.U.S.?

C.U.S. IS THE COMMITTEE
ON UNDERGRADUATE
STUDIES, AN ADVISORY
COMMITTEE TO THE
ACADEMIC COUNCIL. IT
HAS GREAT INFLUENCE
ON UNDERGRAD EDU—
CATION.

If you would like to serve on or just find
out more about the C.U.S., please come
to the Student Council Office on Sunday,
April 23 at lOPM.

If you are interested but absolutely
can not attend, please contact
B. Smith, Box 1002. thanks

 4-•
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More Letters
CONTD. FROM PAGE 4

In to to this University is
nearing a quiet but dramatic
crisis. It is a crisis that threatens
to destroy the foundation of a
much touted educational system.
Unless we meet this crisis head
on tins University is destined to
lose forever the tenets upon
which it is based. Johns Hopkins
is not a mytn; unlike the phoenix
it will not be able to rise to toe
same heigiit again. I for one am
glad tilat I am about to leave, for
I have no desire to be Here when
the ashes nave to be swept into
the trash.

In tile long run rote learning
will turn Johns Hopkins into a
glorified hign school. It now
promises the student a
compendium of facts without
developing his abilities to think,
to appreciate, and to criticize.
Quite simply it is a farce of what
education should be. Those who
believe that the curriculum
review is an expedient antidote
to this problem are deluding
themselves. Core courses may be
co-opted just as easily by the rote
learni g system. Only a major
overhaul of the current
educational system will mitigate
the forces that are now
undermining its tenets. Unless
teaching and learning are restored
to their proper place education at
Johns Hopkins will become a
magnificent facade buttressed by
pretension, ;tiding a vacuous
space.

To the Editor:

Two of tile proposed
amendments to tne Student
Constitution will reappear on the
ballot next week. Ballot
questions nos. 4 and 5 were
invalidated by the Student
Council on the basis of
procedural error. Because tney
are favored by the student body
(234:87:151 and 263:124:85), tne
Council will be petitioned to
submit them for reconsideration.
One proposal is to make the

MSE Symposium, Film Series,
and Fine Arts Committee
editorially independent of the
Student Council. Free thought is
hindered when educational or
artistic presentations are subject
to political censorship. The other
proposal is designed to prevent
candidates for office from
running unopposed. It provides
that a lone candidate must run
against whoever gets the most
write-in votes in the primary.
A note to toe candidates: I am

sorry about the way that election
results were released Wednesday
night. I wanted everyone to find
out at tile same time, i.e. when
the results were posted. That
spares tne losers the
embarassment of hearing by
word of mouth. The Council
members who counted votes,
however, care little for fairness
and immediately called their
friends who had won.

Harry Inky Lerner

Miner Resol ution Upheld
CONTI). FR011 P. 1
The outcomes of the votes on

two other referenda were
invalidated because of procedural
errors. The first of these
concerned removing the Fine
Arts, MSE Symposium, and Film
Series Committees from the list
S.C. subcommittees and making
these independent committees.
The other governed the number
of signatures necessary to present
an election nominating petition.
These proposals, both of which
passed, were disqualified because
they belong to the S.C. by-laws,
not the Homewood Constitution.
Article ten of the Constitution
provides that the by-laws can be
amended by a 3/4 vote of the
S.C. Only the text of the
Constitution can be submitted to
a student referendum . The
proposal that the Student
Council rescind its controversial
coal miners' resolution lost by
two votes, with 245 voting
against, 243 voting for tile
rescinding, and 96 abstaining.
The Council's February 27
resolution expressed the
Council's sympathy for the
striking coal miners and urged all
members of the Hopkins
community to support them.

Monroe Zeffert will be Senior
Class president. Mike Krochak,
Cindy Simon, and Alan Steinberg
will serve as Senior Class S.C.
representatives.
Howard Futerman and Scott

Wolfe will vie for the class of
1980's presidency. Robert Elkin,
Dino Kostakis, Tom Messana,
Marshal Salant, and Alan

Sponsored by A and

the Placement

HEALTH
CAREERS
SYMPOSIUM

Health Care
Alternatives

VAY 2, 3, oid4
iistening- Viewincioo

o-r_ewoOd Com-ous
8:00 P.V.

Wormser won .the primaries for
Council representative.

The class of 1981 narrowed its
presidential race to two
candidates, incumbent Mike
Steele and Coos Hamburger. Eric
Miller won the vice-presidential
race. Michael Banton and Mike
Jacobs will contest the treasurer's

office. Patricia Lowney, Steve
Mandelberg, Melissa Manlove.
Marshall Myer, and Mike Myers
will enter the run-offs for S.C.
rep.

The general elections will be
held Monday torough
Wednesday.

The Young Democrats Presents

The 1978 Gubernatorial Forum

Featuring Democratic Candidates:

Attorney General Bill Burch

Senate President Steny Hoyer

Former Sec'y of Transportation Harry Hughes

Baltimore City Council President
Wally Orlinsky

Baltimore County Executive
Ted Venetoulis

Tuesday, April 25, 1978
Shriver Hall

The Johns Hopkins University

8:00 P.M.

The Metro Center and
Student Activities Office

present

International Fellows
Lecture Series 1

Monday, May 1
7:00 pm, L/V Room - Marijan Vejvoda

'A Comparison Between America and Yugoslavia'

Tuesday, May 2
7:00 pm, Great Hall - Jadwiga Dubis

'European Economic Community Regional Policy

Wednesday, May 3
7:30 pm, Dorm Social Lounge - Lueder Bach

"Urban Policies in West Germany"

Thursday, May 4
7:00 pm, Garrett Room - David Cort

"South African Politics and Planning"

Refreshments will be served



By ADAM L. GRUEN

Dr. Steven Muller has risen in the ranks of
professional academians to achieve what few can:
the Presidency of a University. Yet he has also
obtained experience in many fields on the road to
his profession; this story is one that should both
amuse and inspire many of today's youth who are
wondering how to get along in this world.

Dr. Muller was born in Hamburg, Germany in
1927. His parents were German, and he lived with
them and his brother, who is 14 months younger.
His father was Jewish, and a Social Democrat as
well, and when the Nazi regime took power in
1933, as Dr. Muller puts it life got nasty."

His father was arrested by the Nazis in 1938,
but managed to be deported to England. His
mother, brother and he stayed behind in
Hamburg, while Dr. Muller did everything
possible to arrange to have his family emigrated
to England. The Muller family left with very few
posessions on August 12th, 1939, less than three
weeks before the start of WW II.

Arriving by airplane from Hambrug to London,
the Mullers were reunited and settled down in a
part of London known as St. Johns Wood. The
two brothers started school in St. Johns Wood,"
but as war had broken out, the whole school was
evacuated to Chesharn. in Buckinghamshire.
"We were given gas masks," Dr. Muller

recalled, "and the whole school was taken onto
the train, and we went to Chesham, where the
train was emptied and we all stood around on the
village green, where different families would
stand around and claim us. Except nobody
wanted us, because, although we had good
schooling in Germany, were obviously fluent in
German, had both had French in school, and I
knew Greek and Latin, we didn't speak English!
Fortunately, a childless couple named Scull took
us, so we lived with them, and learned English by
pointing at things. This was fine, except that after
a couple of months, my brother and I were fluent
in English, but sounded like little Englishmen."

In April of 1940, the American visa which Mr.
Muller had applied for four years earlier in
Germany came through. Although the Mullers
were relatively low on the list of applicants, they
had the advantage of being in England, whereas
most of the families who had wished to emigrate
were still in Germany. The Muller family packed
up an left lby ship for the United States.
They settled in New York initially, where they

lived with an uncle who had left Germany after
World War One. The two brothers had planned to
start school in the fall, Dr. Muller explained,
"However, my father, you see, had athsma. Now,
1940 was before air-conditioning, essentially. The
summer in New York was bad, and my father
really suffered. He didn't have a job, and when he
went to the doctor, he was told to go someplace
like Arizona or California. Well, we knew where
Arizona was on the map, but that 'meant nothing.
In the Los Angeles area, we knew of a number of
German families, no relatives, but Germans who
had left Germany nonetheless. So the doctor said .
that was fine, that the climate was good there for
my father. In the summer of 1940, then, we all
got on a Greyhound but -- we didn't go in one fell
swoop, incidentally, we did make a number of
stops — and eight days later we arrived in
Cal i forn ia."
When asked what his first impressions were of

the United States, Dr. Muller replied, "We
couldn't believe it. It was impressive, but a little
overwhelming." For a person who had never been
outside Germany or England, that was quite
understandable.

f s- ictict St IA tics 1)1 c%t, t 

Mr. Muller had some money left, but they had
been allowed to leave Germany with very little.
Consequently, the first problem to taLkle was
where to live:
"We found a place to live in what is called a

'bungalow court.' This is similar to a housing
development, but instead of houses they had
those stucco-California bungalows. A bungalow
meant that you had no basement, no attic, a
living room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, and a
little back bedroom where my brotIvr arrl I slept.
This was on a street called 1419 North Crescent
Heights Boulevard--just below Sunset
Boulevard,right behind where the old 'Garden of
Allah' used to be. This is very near the famous
intersection of Laurel and Sunset.

After settling in that summer, Steven Muller
and his brother started at LeConte Junior High
School in the fall of 1940. Meanwhile, as Dr.
Muller explained:
"My dad, after talking to people, did

something sort of interesting. He had been a
lawyer in Germany, but he couldn't be a lawyer
here because .of the different legal system, and he
would have had to go to law school. He decided
that since he'd always liked to cook, and loved
the finer things in life, he Would start a small,
European, very fine candy store. He would make
European chocolate, which he would sell at retail
to people who were willing to spend a lot of
money for very good hand-made candy. So, he
bought a little store, right behind the Ambassador
Hotel, where he worked there himself—although
he eventually hired a few people to help him."

With the income from the candy store, the
Muller family was able to survive in their new
surroundings. Steven Muller started Hollywood
'High School in the fall of 1941, while his brother
was finishing up at LeConte. Things seemed to be
going well for the relocated German family when
another event occured: Pearl Harbor, December
7th, 1941.
"The first thing we had was :1 big scare because

initially they were going to move all the enemy
aliens into camps," commented Dr. Muller, "but
then they decided only to move the Japanese, not
the Italians and Germans. So we stayed."
The Muller family survived that crisis, but was

immediately beset by another one. For shortly
after the war broke out, markets were limited by
various types of rationing--including sugar
rationing.
"Sugar rationing wiped out my father's

business," explained Dr. Muller. "With the kind
of business my father had, the cutback destroyed
him. The business went under, and at that point,
we were facing a financial crisis. The problem, in
the short run, was solved, because my father
simply became a candy-maker in a factory that
made C-rations for the Army. It was very low
pay--and very hard work. There was very little
money- So, my brother and I tried
to earn at least our own pocket money, because
we sure couldn't get any money from my Dad!
We did several things: I worked after school in a
grocery store, I also sold newspapers, and my
brother and I each had a magazine route. We sold
three magazines—of whichI think only one is still
in existence-- The Saturday Evening Post, The
Ladies r-tome Journal, which is still sold, and a
magazine called, Liberty. We had canvas bags, and
we went from door to door, selling these.magazines."

While this job was not terribly rewarding, it did
prove a source of some pocket money. The two
brothers continued to sell magazines until the
summer of 1942, when, as related by Dr. Muller,
the following happened:

im that I suggested you call, and maybe that 11
ork out?' He handed me -his card and walked
way. Well, I dashed towards home to tell my
mother."
An extraordinary piece of luck such as this
ould be welcomed by any parent today. Back in
942, however, things were different, as Dr.
uller laughingly relates:
"My mother got very upset. She thought

his was a pervert, and she said no. She said, 'I

an stood in front. of Sc iwab's, selling °n't let me go.' " Tina Thayer contacted her
, magazines, and getting these tips. One time 1 cent, who called Mr. Bianco and found out that
got a buck, which in those days .1 ch a movie was being made, and that everything
unbelievable." The young magazitas

entrepreneur continued in his ways, as did
rest of the family, when, sometime in the fall

"A very dapper chap came along, a nice ril
bought a magazine, and started talking to
asking arab= my school, etc. Then he as
me, 'Are you English?' said no, that I was
actually English, but that I went to school
England. He said 'You sound British,' and I
that wL,s because I had learned my --: English
He then asked me if I had ever don, any act
to which I said no. He said, 'Are you interested
doing any acting?' and I said, 'Sure.' He s
'Well, my name is MacKenzie, and I'm a Wri,
with Warner Brothers, and I've just finished
script for a movie--have you ever read
Forrester?'I said no. He said, 'Oh, I thought
boys read about Captain Horatio HornbloW
and I said, 'not me.' So he said, 'Well, WC
making movie about him with Errol Flynn,

"One day, I was tired, because it was hot we need the part of a midshipman. You're just
had been selling these magazines, about the right size and
door-to-door, you know, and I was standiyou've got the right accent--maybe you should
front Schwab's drugstore, which is right abave that job.' said, 'That sounds wonderful,
corner of Laurel and Sunset, I was frankly awhat do I do?' He said, 'Why don't you call Mr.
point thinking about buying a coke aCS011Y Bianco, who is the casting director, and tell
drugstore, which in those days only cost a n
or going home, which was right across the
and chuck it in and at least have a gl
water,or going a couple of more block
selling more magazines. Anyway, all I was
was standing in front of the drugstore, whe
of the Hollywood people who frequ
Schwab's Drugstore saw me standing tiler
said, 'Hey, kid, you got a Saturday Ev
Post? I said, Certainly, sir,' pulled out a Sat j,

50 cents. started making change, and he 

hat'tinlikthee you talking to. strange men on the
treet.' Well, got upset. It so happens, however,

Evening Post, gave it to him, and the guy gae"

'Keep the change.' 1 thought that by sta Bungalow Court, there was a young

there and selling that one Post to that on'irl by the name of Tina Thayer, who lived with
ler aunt. My parents didn't like her, but I guess I.d getting that tip, I had made more ni

ith that one tip than if I had sold allad a crush on her at that time she was 17 or lb

iagazines for a week! So my brother kept s nd I was 15. Anyway, Tina was an extra in di

these magazines door-to-door, but I stonovies, and so I decided to go across and ring

doin that. I took my ma azines in the afterell, and tell them about this. I said, 'My rni,crt. r

1942, a truly remarkable thing happened: tcdth Warner Biothers. He went with his mother,

t the next day, when Steven Muller came
°. , e found out that he had an a,,pointment

tu
en, and he had his first screen test. But what

Ofl 

aleivyeirlyapbpodeny

the level. The agent calledMrs. Muller, so

edwtoasthiceomngoevnieia?1; pictures were

"Nothihg," laughed Dr. Muller. "For reasonsat I believe had to do with the availability of
r°1 Flynn, that picture was delayed. The movie
as made years later with Gregory Peck,- but Ias not in it. I heard once from Mr. Bianco a few
eeks later that the movie W4S being delayed...so
went back to selling magazines and it was the
me old drag all over again."

,

it Was not too long after that incident,

Rood fortune, as he tells of those days:
"I got back

wever, when Steven Muller had another stroke

n° had been Very cool through the whole thing,
from school, and my mother,

veer excited! Mr. Stuart, Tina's agent, had

called, and remember, this is an agent, he now
had pictures of me. I had no contract with him,
though. Mr. Stuart had been over at Columbia
Studios, which was making a movie called, Adam
Had Four Sons. They had cast the principals, and
they were looking for four boys to play the
younger years of the four principals. As it turned
out, Mr. Stuart had noticed that I looked very
much like one of the principals. The guy I looked
like was a Broadway hoofer by the name of
Johnny Downs. God knows whatever happened
to poor Johnny Downs, but he was in that
movie.. .My mother was all excited because the
picture was going to be directed by Gregory
Ratoff, who was a refugee from Russia and had
made pictures in Germany. My mother knew his
reputation, and this was different from some
fly-by-night American—this was a well-known
director.
So Steven Muller went to Columbia, where

they were favorably impressed and was told to
come back the following week, which he did.
Johnny Downs was there, and Mr. Ratoff as well,
and they stood Steven Muller next to Downs,
and, as Dr. Muller remembers:
. "Mr. Ratoff looked at me, looked at Johnny
Downs, and said, 'You haf the chob!' So, I signed
a contract with Mr. Stuart, who became my
agent at 10 of everything I made, I think
Columbia offered $150 a week, which to me was
an enormous sum of money, and the movie was
made. I would stand there reading the script and
they would tell me to do this, and I would do
it." The parents in the movie were played by
Warner Baxter and Faye Ray. The four children
had a young governess; that governess was played
by a young Swedish actress whose part in the
movie was her first American role. Her name?
Ingrid Bergman. Also in that movie was the first
speaking part for a young girl by the name of
Susan Hayward. How did Steven Muller fare?
"I was invisible, " he admits. "I had a few

lines, nothing big. Ratoff was fun to work with,

though."he movie in the can, the young Muller
t

With the 
:

went back to school in early 1943, having made
the sum of perhaps $800, which increased the
family budget considerably. Yet his career in
acting had just begun.
At that time, there was very little television--the

most popular medium being radio. The NBC
network had a widely popular radio show called
"The Quiz Kids." CBS did not have such a

as Dr. Muller whimsicallyprogram, but,
explained:
"Some idiot at CBS got the idea that CBS

would have a rival to the Quiz Kids. It would be
produced in California at KNX, the CBS flagship
station. As a special wrinkle, so that it wouldn't
just be a 'me-too' show, they were going to get
children who had acted in the movies. I mean,
this had to be one of the world's worst ideas."

California law required that any minor who
acted on the set had to be 'taught' school by a
specially hired teacher. Steven Muller, while he
worked in Adam Had Four Sons, was taught by a
Miss Lillian Barclay. "Most of the students were
pretty poor," commented Dr. Muller, "but I was
rather good. Miss Barclay enjoyed teaching me
because, frankly, I wasn't a nuisance for
her....Consequently, when the studios contacted
the teachers who had taught these kids, she
recommended Steven Muller. So I got this call
from CBS, and would you believe it, for the next
year, every Sunday night, I was on a program
called—brace yourself-- The Hollywood Smarty
Par

The Hollywood Smarty Party, as Dr.

Fort y . '

Muller tells, ."I was paid ;the princely sum of $25
a week...for answering dumb questions."
The show had two MCs; the original MC was a

man by the name of Art Baker. The announcer of
the show, whom Dr. Muller met a few times after
he became famous, was an obscure radio
ahnouncer named Chet Huntley.

Steven Muller became a regular on The
Hollywood Smarty Party, and so became fairly
wellknown at KNX. As Dr. Muller pointed out,
"Radio, in those days, was fun. It was live, you
didn't need any makeup, and there was no school
on Sundays so I didn't have to worry about
that." Later those Sunday evenings, CBS had
another show known as I Was There. As a
German refugee, Muller was vividly interested in
the war, and in history as well, and he hung
around the set to listen to the programs.
"What they did," Dr. Muller explained, "was

to take real-life people who had had interesting
experiences, and at the beginning of the show
they would introduce these people. They they
would dramatize the interesting experience,
played by CBS actors. One of the program
directors then got the idea that they should do
the evacuation of the children from London, and
that in addition to introducing my brother and
me at the beginning of the show, we should play
ourselves, because I was an actor!"So, Steven and
Norbert Muller played Steven and Norbert Muller
on this half-hour radio show called I Was There,
subject: The evacuation of London.

Norbert Muller is now a professor of Chemistry
at Purdue, and, according to Dr. Muller, " He'd be
horrified to learn that I'm telling this story."
Sometime in 1944, Mr. Muller lost his job at

the candy factory and, for some time, the entire
Muller family was living off the income from
Steven Muller's various movie and radio jobs.

] i al. science.  
in an 

days came in 1945 when the war finally
ended. Mr. Muller got a new job, and the Mullers
were no longer considered enemy aliens. Steven
Muller went to -U.C.L.A., became associate editor
of the 'Bruin the student newspaner, and majored in
DotA 

part 'n MGM movie called Battleground
opened up for a German lieutenant, which Steven
Muller promptly got. By then lie was 17, and
running for student office; he had a decision to
make: should he spend a month or two on
another movie, or should he call it quits and
pursue his academic interests?
The answer is obvious, but perhaps then it was

not quite so easy to decide. Certainly today,
many college freshmen would think twice if
choosing between another 4 to 7 years of
education and a possible movie career. Yet Steven
Muller decided to quit acting and involve himself
in his studies, and this decision eventually led to
the presidency at Johns Hopkins.
Along the road to his current position, Dr.

Muller acted in a number of fine movies, such ;Is
How Green Was My Valley, with Roddy
McDowell, with whom Dr. Muller still retains a
friendship, The White Cliffs of Dover, with Peter
'Lorre, and The Seventh Cross, with the renowned
Spencer Tracy. He met and was cast with such
greats as Liz Taylor, Margaret O'Brien, Jane
Powell, and Joan Crawford.
The amazing story that unfolded in the

interview, one which Hollywood script-writers
would be hard -put to top, 'ended abruptly as
President Muller rushed off to a meeting. But it
was a story well worth telling.

Adam L. Gruen is a frequent contributor to the
News-Letter and an international plaj'boy.
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Office of the Chaplain and
the Black Student Union present

BILLY DEE JAMES EARL
WILLIAMS JONES

RICHARD
PRYOR

A FINE ARTS WEEkENCI!
ThE FINE ARTS COMMITTEE ANd ThE STUdENT

COUNCil SOCiAl COMMITTEE PRESENT

MIIMEONEPROGENESIS
FEATURiNg DAVid AlbERTs

FRidAy, ApRil 21 IL.V. Room

7p.m. LEVERiNg HAIL

TiCkETS AT ThE dOOR gENERAI $2.00

STUdENTS $1.00

FINE ARTS FESTIVAL
FEATURiNq pEREORMERS FROM

ThE hopkiNs' COMMUNITY

SATURdAyr ApRil 22 gARRETT R m

7:30 p.m. MSE libRARy

FREE TO MPH

4/N 'r
"rt/E"

Btir -riaS AIN '1
t/As.viquA; swkx

HILLBILLY
WEEKEND
FRIDAY BLUEGRASS

WITH SLIM PICKIN'S

SATURDAY COUNTRY
ROCK -(SPRING WIND'
Y'ALL BE THERE-ALOHA

The Film Workshop Presents:

Dr. Muller in

'The Seventh Cross
Starring Spencer Tracy

Dr. Muller, President
of MU, will speak
about his movie career
after the film.

4:00
Wednesday, April 26

Shriver Hall

$1.00
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'An Unmarried Woman'
Filled With Stereotypes

And Distortions
BY PAT ERCOLANO

One sure-fire way to determine a movie's quality
beforehand is to check Rex Reed's opinion. Generally,
the more Rex raves, the worse tae film. He liked The
Stepford 'Wives, whicti mignt caaritably be called
"dreadful," and ne labeled The Thy of the Locust "fifty
years ahead of its time." Obviously, tile public agreed
with nim on that. Everyone shunned The Day of the
Locust, apparently deciding to wait fifty years before
seeing it.

Although lie didn't exactly lose ais nead over An
Unmarried Woman, Mr. Reed ranted enough so titat tile
moviegoing public should beware of titis film. It's tile
story of a progressive upper-class New York City woman
and tile various crises (of psyche, identity, and libido)
mat sae experiences after her husband of sixteen years
leaves tier for another woman. Jill Clayburgh, in the title
role, does an admirable acting job, as does the remainder
of the cast, which includes Michael Murphy as the
estranged liusbaad and Alan Bates as tile woman's- new
lover. The problem is that tney're playing characters
created by Paul Mazursky, who wrote and directed the
movie. Mazursky, who gave tile world that insipid
rip-off of Beatlemania known as tile Monkees, aas
strange talent for concocting characters that -are neither
likable, loVable, nor even hateful. They're merely
annoying. When they come out with lines that are
supposed to be witty or wise, they sound more like
obnoxious smart-asses. Take for instance the scene in
Which E r ica (Clayburgn) is having lunch, with her three
friends, who are also progressive upper-class New York
City women. One of Erica's friends divulges that site's

having an affair with a 19-year-old boy. Another of her
friends, cigarette hanging from a limp nand, haughtily
chimes in, "Yes, she doesn't know whether to adtipt him
or fuck him." The girls ail have a nauglity little chuckle
over tins wnile the viewer shifts uneasily in ais seat,
wincing, "Uti, yeah. Rignt." If Mazursky expects the
viewer to work Up some kind of feeling for tilese people,
(other than wishing they'd go away), • ne's asking a..
awful lot; unless of course tile viewer is iiimseif an
obnoxious smart-ass.

As in Mazursky's flume in Love, tile men in An
Unmarried +Woman, are portrayed as sex-hungry animals
who victimize and humiliate tile stalwart stable women. I
don't mean to sound like a Puritan, but not every man is
one big walking errogenous zone, not even in New York.
Mazursky, with this unrealistic depiction of men, wants
the viewer to sympathize with Erica, tile poor dear wao's
forever running from the filthy clutches of the aedonistic
beasts--that is, until the pressure becomes too much and
she gives in. One migat argue that Mazursky intentionally
has these men appear lecherous, to serve ;as a contrast with
Saul Kaplan (Bates), the man with whom Erica eventually
finds some semblance of happiness. But Kaplan is just
slightly less a lecher than the turkeys that have been
making Erica (and the viewer) nauseous throughout Inc
movie.
The whole sciimeer is only a couple of notches above

As tne World Turns. One gets tile feeling that Mazursky
absorbs soaps by day and writes ids movies by aigitt.

Rigat about now, the combination of my being a critic
and tile austerity of this review is making me feel a little
guilty. So maybe I should say sometning nice about An
Unmarried Woman. The nicest tiling 1- can say about tile

film, outside of Jill Clayburgii, is the theater I saw it in,
the Senator in beautiful downtown GovanS. The building
itself dates from tile 1940's and still iiouses some of the
charm of thiat era. However, he doesn't shell out $3.25
t o see charming ciaemas. A Moviegoer buys a ticket in
the nope of seeing a good movie, whin unfortunately Ali
Unmarried Woman isn't.
Perhaps I might nave appreciated and enjoyed Lie

movie more if I were recently divorced. For toat matter,
pentads Paul Mazursky might have done a better job ifhe
were a recently-divorced woman, which I doubt ae is.
Maybe ne should make a movie about a silly filmmaker
who writes and directs tedious movies about obnoxious
people. If familiarity with a subject guarantees success, -
then Mazursky migat have something there.

Everything's flunky-Dory in New Novel
The City Bidders. By George Konrad. 184 pages.
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich. $7.95.

By MIKE GIULIANO

The narrator of this Hungarian novel, a middle-agedCity planner in an unnamed Easter European city, relatesIlls fragmented memories of the Second World War, his
family, and his city. When he describes partisan activities
during the War, and the rubble left where a city once
stood, one is reminded of 'two German novelists, Gunter
Grass and Heinrich Boll, for they also have a great interestin what the latter has called "rubble .literature." Althoughthe characters in many a Grass or Boll novel, like
Konrad's narrator, live in contemporary Europe,
memories of a thirty-year-old war have remained forever
imbedded within their mind.

Compounded with these memories are others, among
them a richly detailed mental picture of his father's death
and funeral. His father, a private planner, had built the
power plant wich kept the city alive for sixty years, but
the narrator, a city planner, is about to tear down this
power plant, one of his father's proudest achievements.

Just as the son has betrayed the architectural
accomplishments of his father, he has likewise betrayed
the ideals of his -own youth, when, as a social activist at
the conclusion of the War, he wanted to build a great new
city with the rubble of the old. The revolutionaries of his
generation assumed office and became bureaucrats. City
planners, full of architectural ideals in the early years of
socialism,!gradually lost these ideals, and their
achievement, their modern city, "an eastern European
showcase of devastation and reconstruction," is
functional, ugly.

"I wanted to plan a city," laments the narrator, "but it
had plans for me." Having abandoned the achievements of
his father, as well as nis own ideals, the city planner aids
in the construction of a drab, joyless city, full of
materialistic inhabitants, living what Konrad describes as
"provisional" lives. This city is not unlike the conformist,
dispiriting urban nightmare predicted by Jose Ortega Y
Gasset in his The Revolt of the Masses, because Ortega Y
Gasset also speaks of a modern life that "has become
scandalously provisional."
The city planner, of course, feels guilty about the part

he played in the construction of such a world, and he
realizes, with sadness and cynicism, that the city he
designed has, in a sense, designed him as well. Sitting
alone in his apartment, listening to the noise of a city
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Home Is Not Where the American Is
Hc.ve„ in a Heartless V orld The Family Besieged. by
Christopher Lasch. 230 pp. Basic Books, Inc. New York.
112.95. Available at the JHU Book Center.

BY ROSALIND RESN:CK

Christopher Lasca's sociological study of tile bourgeoisfamily examines all intriguing question:"does Lie family
still provide a haven ia a neartless world?" Not anymore,
asserts Lasch.
The nineteenth century middlc-class family served as a

Shelter from the Industrial Revolution and its
subse. quent cut-taroat social and economic conditions. Tile
twentieth century family nas failed ill its function: tile
state or society at-large, especially health professionals,
has usurped parents' and spouses' traditional roles..
According to Lasch, state intrusion itas "undermined one
of the principal sources of social cohesion," taus
inlPhiging oa "personal and political freedom."

Tne book's purpose is to "coavilice tie reader that thecontemporary family is the product of auman agency, not
of abstrac t 'social forces.' " To support tins thesis, the
author examines a broad aistory of sociological theories
.about the family. Unfortunately, Lasch too often
becomes bogged down in theoretical refutations taat do

not bolster nis titesis. These arguments could iaterest only
sociologists and Soc-majors well-versed in these theories.
For the curious layman, taese discussions quickly become
tedious and boring.

Haven in a Heartless V orld does nave its redeeming
features, thougn. One is the concise aistory of the rise and
fall of the bourgeois family, leading to permissiveness and
parental irresponsibility. Another is Lasch's defense of tile
controversial Moynihan Report, which cited matriarchy as
tile cause of weakness in the btack family. Lasch credits
Moynihan, wit° proposed tae situation be remAied by
strengthening tile black family by keeping parents
together, with "forestalling more radical solutions of tile
problem." But althouga tie supports Moyninan's
immediate actions, he rejects taem in the long run
because tney represent state intervention ill toe family.
The book's final cnapter is interesting, yet troubling.

Thougn Lasch skillfully pokes holes in sociological
theories, ae offers a theory very open to attack. He
believes tnat "if submission rests not on loyalty to a moral
consensus but simply on a belief jut the need for law
enforcement, it rests on a shaky foundation." Tnis, Lasch
claims, results in frequent law-breaking and corruption.
As anyone who has taken Dr. Crenson's American
Government course could tell you, force--not
morality—assures social cooperation.
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The Johns Hopkins University
cordially invites you to attend

ThE G. HARRy POUdER
LECTURE

to be given by

LEON URIS
AUThOR

Monday, April 24 - 4:00 P.M.
Shriver Hall Auditorium, Homewood

Lecture is open to the public
No Admission Charge

RAP 
presented by

Baltimore Women's
Crusade Against Crime,

Inc.

and JHU Housing Office

1977 revealed an 8.5%
increase in the crime

of rape in Baltimore City

What's being done?
What can be done?

What role can  you  play?

Join us on

Monday, April 24, 1978
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

L-V Room - Levering Hall

Free to JHU Students!

S.

The Johns Hopkins University

cordially invites you to attend

The George Huntington Williams Lecture

to be given by

His Excellency

Petea Jag
British Ambassador to the United States

Thursday, April 27 - 4:00 P.M.
Shriver Hall Auditorium

Lecture is Open to the public

No Admission Charge

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."

PABST BRiWING COMPANY, M.Iwauke.e. Peoria He,ghts., Newark. los Angeles. Pabst Georgia
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WIZARDS

Hey! Remember last year when the film Coonskin was banned from campus
on the basis of its "controversial" social commentary? Remember that there
were those who defended the film partly on the grounds of its raving original
animation technique? Well now you can see Bakshi-style animation for
yourself, this weekend in Shriver, in the film Wizards. Wizards lacks the
controversial subject matter of Coonskin, (Wizards is basically a roughed up
fair' y tale), as well as some of the force and finish of the earlier film, but it is
an unusual film well worth seeing by all. (Check ad.)

More Booking hissifiedsnews-letter
c 

CONTD. FROM PAGE 13
street, he feels as it the traffic jams are- inoving across the
network of his brain, as if his body and toe city had
become synonymous.
That confining apartment, along with its furnishings,

reminds him of his wife and son, both dead. With nothing
left except bitter personal memories, the city planner's
life is now one of recollection, not action. "A planner,"
he says in despair, "can neither improve things nor make
them much worse." Future plans for the city, like the
personal nistory he recollects, offers no solutions, and he
is left with the slender hope that "the long revolution of
anthropology" will improve the human race and its cities.

Konrad's book is more a collection of recollected
'fragments, the mental rubble of a city planner's life, than
it is a novel. Consequently, there is little sense of
narrative, and the detailed style, while often quite
evocative, is frequently repetitive.

She laughs,
she

she makes
she makes

she is

n, ,

AN UNMARRIED

she cries, she feels angry,
feels lonely, she feels guilty,

breakfast, she makes love,
do, she is strong, she is weak,

brave, she is scared, she is...

,.

- an 0, . aliened
tt 

w man, s,.

20th Century-Fox Presents

PAUL MAZURSKY'S

WOMAN
starring

JILL CLAYBURGH
MICHAEL

Produced by PAUL MAZURSKY

Music BILL CONTI

ALAN BATES
co-starring

MURPHY CLIFF GORMAN
and TONY RAY Written and Directed by PAUL MAZ.URSKY

Now in Paperback from Avon COLOR BY MOVIELAB PRINTS BY DettlXr

L°dginal Motion Picture Soundtrack Available on 20th Century-Fox records and tapes. 20:R..:r:I:TMEEDACCO2riii
?ANENT ON ADULT GUARDIAN — Copyosh, t 19/E1 Twemwth,m,,,y io. ^c);(

NOW SHOWING
YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER FOR THEATRE LISTING

,
CHECK

Call toll tree
Guaranteed
Reservation,,

SPANISH LESSONS by native
teachers. All levels, all ages. -
366-2056.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
SPECIALIST. 20% off with this ad.
A & S Studio. Call 655-4554 or
484-2912.

TO LET - LONDON, ENGLAND
Nicely furnished modern 3-bedroom
house; garden; 5 min. walk from
East Finchley Metro stop; avail.
July 20 thru Aug. 30. $600. Submit
refs. Tel. 825-2351 x42.

TUESDAYS - MENS HAIRCUTS
with shampoo and conditioner -

• $6.50 Pamper Yourself Salon - the
Ca•lyle. cal! 889-7859.

. _ ,G MAN will clean houses,
apartments, gardens. Call Jose.
366-2056

MADISON AVENUE LEGAL
SECRETARY - Clean, sharp work
includes bond paper and
proofreading. $.65 per page
standard English. Stat./Tech./
carbons extra. Nancy 298-5265
evenings. Pick up and delivery
available.

TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT
PROS - Seasonal and year-round
clubs; good playing and teaching
background. Call (301) 654-3770,
or send 2 complete resumes and 2
pictures to: Col R. Reade, W.T.S.,
8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite
1011, Chevy Chase, MD 20015.

WANT TO SPEND THIS SUMMER
SAILING the Caribbean? The
Pacific? Europe? Cruising other
parts of the world aboard sailing or
power yeachts? Boat owners need
crews! For free information, send a
$.13 stamp to Skoko, Box 20855,
Houston, Texas 77025.

CLASSICAL GUITAR Penco.
Excellent Condition. Price
negotiable. Call anytime. Pat Upton
at 825-3300.

What in the world

is going on

EUIFIGPE
VikSa n 1/2 ty Glumly

WPC

(800) 325-4867
SrP “"" "...el nt

® Un;Travel Charters ,«

S UMMER-STUDY

IN NEW YORK CITY

Columbia University offers over
350 undergraduate graduate and
professional school courses. Write
for bulletin: Summer Session,
Columbia University 102C Low
Library N.Y., N.Y. 10027.

THEREig A
DIFFERENCE!

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

OUR

40th
YEAR

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Visit Our Centers
And See For Yourself

Why We Make The Difference

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

BALTIMORE

243-1456

3121 St. Paul Street

Baltimore, MD. 21218
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attracting students or members of the community;
mass appeal as opposed to a specific appeal?

5. Suggested speakers

II Outline of organization

(c;

4. Format of symposium
3. Methods of publicity

1. Summer availability ( desired)
2. Methods of fundraising

5. II Help required from outside sources ph,

The MSE Symposium is designed for the enlightenment of the Trz,
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Topics for the 1978 Milton S. Eisenhower ,)sc.i',,nurr
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Wednesday, April 26, 1978.
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Blue Jay Batters
Racking Up Runs
Despite a disappointing 3-10

ecord, the Hopkins baseball
earn nas shown signs of playing
LIP to its poten tial since the
idener doubleheader.
Hopkins won its second game

f the season, beating Western
Maryland 7-4 at Homewood.
Bruce Kane's game-winning 3-run
homer broke a 4-4 tie in the
ighth inning. The game marked
he pleasant return of Mike
anto, who had been out with a
houlder injury. Santo pitched
ell for 5 innings, giving up only
nits. Neil Kleinberg relieved in

the sixth and received his second
Win of the season. Raleigh
Hankins picked up the save.
Numerous errors proved to be

the Jays' downfall, as the
baseballers lost to Division I
school, Georgetown, 17-11. George
Coutros collected three hits and
two RBI's while Captain Dave
Lewing had two hits and scored 3
runs. Following this defeat,
Hopkins was again swept in a
doubleheader, by powerful,
league leader Widener, 4-1 and
10-3. Tne first was locked in a
scoreless tie for four innings but
Widener scored 4 times in the
fifth, knocking out Kleinberg,
who received his first loss. Mike
April pitched scoreless baseball

LAX
STAX

LEAGUE A

DU
ATO
TEp
Sig Nu
Phi Psi
'Sig Ep

LEAGUE B

Gildersleeve
Jennings
Vincent-Willard
Wilson-Wood
Royce1-2
Griffin

LEAGUE C

Dry Stick Blues
Grad Club2-1Grad ClubDarvon Crowd
Smoking Room1-2
P.T. Mommas

3-0

2-1
2-I
0-3
0-3

3-0
3-0
1-2
1-2

0-3

3-0
2-1
1-1

0-3

LEAGUE D Adrenergics 2-0Wild Man ll 3-0
Bombers 
Disciples 0-3Phan toms 0-3

April 21-Deadline for entries toTrack and Field
April 22-1:30 PM Track andield Meet
April 24-Interviews of applicantsfor 

membership
April 2S-Deadline for nominatinggra duating seniors for
G.W.Shaffer Award
April 26-Badminton TournamentApril 29-Presentation of BIA
trophies at halftime of Marylandlacrosse game

the remaining 2 and 2/3 innings.
Dave Lewing, knocked in
Hopkins' only run. In the second
game, George Coutros collected
two hits and two RBI's, while
Lewing added two hits. Steffan
Burns was the starting pitcher;
Jason Sussman relieved.

Against Ursinus, Hopkins split
a doubleheader, losing 4-3 and
winning 5-0. In the first game,
the Jays battled back from a 4-0
deficit, only to fall short in a last
inning effort. Mike Santo gave
uponly three hits in five innings
of work, while Mike April
pitched two shutout innings of
relief. Chuck Ingber, George
Coutros and Mark Burrows each
had one RBI. In the second
game, crafty Jason Sussman
pitched a masterful shutout,
spreading out eight hits. Dave
Lewing had 3 hits and 2 RBI's,
and Chuck Ingber collected two
hits and scored twice.

Against Gettysburg, toe Jays
took a 5-0 lead into the sixth
inning, only to break down
andlost 9-5. Dave Lewing had
three hits and two RBI's and
rightfielder Tom Meure collected
two RBI's. Toe Jays' next game
is a doubleheader on Saturday
against Washington College at
Homewood field.

Big Track Victory A Team Effort
By CHRISTY JO ANDERSON

The Hopkins track team
scored its first big victory against
the Haverford team at
Homewood during Homecoming
weekend. It was a victory for the
entire team with points
accumulated from all sides.

In the shot put, senior John
Coad showed his usual prowess
by winning that event with a put
of 47'1". Coad also won the
discus to give the team an
additional five points.

In the javelin, George Schott
and Steve Beal placed second and
third respectively with throws of

136'3" and 124' behind the man
from Haverford.

In the track events, there was
considerable strength shown on
all sides that contributed to the
eventual winning sscore of
Hopkins 72 - Haverford 65.

In the mile run, Jim Kennedy
continued his excellent season
record with a winning • time of
4:26.6. Bob Freamon, winner of
lat year's MAC mile, ran second
with a time of 4:34.9. Hopkins
also won the 440 relay with the
combined efforts of Steve Beal,
Al McLin, Jon Roseman, and
Randy McVane.

In the 880, Co-captain Bob

Alworth led the field with a
winning time of 2:04.5 for the
Hopkins team.
The 220 event turned out to

be one of the highlights of the
meet with Hopkins runners
taking the first three positions.
McLin, Roseman, and Clifford
were the three JHU runners in
that event.
An exciting finish of second

place in the 440 intermediate
hurdles by Ricky McCloud gave
the team another three points.

In the 100, McLin again
proved to be the victor followed
in second place by Jon Roseman.
It was a good day for the

sprinters except for Steve Beal in
220 when he suffered front a
pulled muscle with less than 110
yards to finish.

Gator Grinder Hits Homewood
Informed sources nave

reported the addition of
freshman phenom Mitchell "Four
by Four" Malamas to the JHU
grid squad. Malamas is a native of
Sylacauga, Alabama, and is
accustomed to the position of
defensive end. The eighteen year
old, 6'1 0", 287 pound bruiser led
his high school to the Alabama
state championships by
amassing 67 unassisted tackles
over a crucial four game span.
Prep opponents termed aim the
"Gator Grinder" out of
deference to his prowess.
Hopkins' representatives

enthused about the new
prospect, stating: "Four by
Four will hit anything that's put
in front of Him. In other words,
he'll make a nell of a defensive
end for Johnny Hopkins."
A spokesman for the Johns

Hopkins Rathskellar added that

"Four by Four" would be
invaluable in quelling any
outbursts of physical violence
that might occur on Disco Nights
(Thursdays at Homewood), and
could even be implemented in
creating disturbances, failing
independent initiative on the part
of concerned students.

The administration
Members of the administration

opined that the acquisition of
Malamas might create an
undesirable atmosphere of
violence at the 34th and Charles
compound. "If 'Four by Four'
thinks that he'll own this cartpus
just because he's a hotshit
athlete, he's got another think
coming," cited one aroused
member of the Academic
Council. "I realize that quality
athletics is a quintessential part
of the augmentation of Hopkins'
Homewood life, but if Malamas

causes too much havoc, he'll be
hoppin' freight trains from here
to Huntsville."

Varsity gridders who will in all
likelihood be Malamas' future
teammates exuded excitement
about the prospect of lining up
along side of Mitch Malamas. One
sub ejaculated, "Hitting is the
name of the game, and if
anybody down at the Rathskellar
doesn't know the name of the
game, we'll give 'em a free
demonstration"
One loud-mouth marvin and

ex-political honcho expressed the
view that "Four by Four's"
advent in Charm City's premier
collegiate discotheque could
cause a ruckus among that
establishment's noisier and
wim pier contingent of
ass-pinchers. "Mitch will in all
likelihood keep us away from the
tawdry crew that masquerades as

Hopkins' foxy chicks' chapter,
and relegate us to a semi-hygienic
position," guffawed the ousted
elephant boss.
Campus sociologists theorize

that the basic problem with
"Four by Four's" arrival goes
back to the fact that if a jock
wants to kick your ass in the Rat,
there's not a whole hell of a lot
you can do about it.

The press
The News-Letter finally

suckered a cub reporter into
personally quizzing Malamas by
dangling an editorial position.
and the result was an aphorism
front Mitch's own lips:
"Anybody who feels that
athletes tend toward violent
activities off the field of play is
just plain off the beam. God
made some men bigger than
others, but Sam Colt made them
all equal."
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Stickmen Stung; Ready to Ride Mules
By MARK FISHER

The Ides' of March was not

such a good day for the Roman
Empire, and the Ides of April

was not such a good day for the

Blue Jays; one significant
difference the Blue Jays are
bouncing back.

Last Saturday the Hopkins
laxers dumped their first one of

the 1978 season, 11 to 16 to
Cornell. Cornell extended their

wevekty,

N==:\

0\ Appearing

record winning streak to 34
consecutive games, but Coach
Ciccarone and the Jays have
sworn to avenge that loss in the
NCAA finals this May at Rutgers.
The men from Hopkins did not
play poorly, they just did not
play to their fullest potential. At
the same time, Cornell did play
to potential, which left them
on top.

Cornell received a sound team
effort which show,:ed all their

ii

*ad SUNDAY
April 23

66:1
8-5rin

colors, but the Blue Jays did not
make it easy for them. Hopkins
got the first goal but the Red put
in four in a row; but the Jays
came back to tie the game at five
all. Cornell then put in three
unanswered goals and held the
lead from then on.

Despite the loss several Blue
Jays turned in fine individual
performances. Scott Baugher
tallied three goals and an assist,
Mark Greenberg had a fine

Craw-odd!
Freshman Quad

100 Draft

a

co,

k*kte

defensive game and as
exceptional individual
performance was turned in by
Michael O'Neill who had .four
goals and one assist along with
seven ground balls. Top scoopers
again this week were Bob
DeSimone and Ned Radebaugh
with twelve ground balls apiece.

This Saturday the Hopkins
stickmen face the Cadets from
Army, whose mascot is
appropriately a mule, up at West

Point. Army fields a strong an
physical team this year, featurin
attackman Dave Reeves who
from the Baltimore area. Army
ranked in the top ten teams
the country and will be lookin
to play a physical game an
hopefully wear the Jays out, bU
Hopkins can be strong an
physical with anybody. Saturda
the men from Homewood will b
looking to kick some mut
mule-hindparts.

zer

A

S

iSA
Election of Officers
Meeting Wednesday, April 26
7:00 In Conference Room A

Candidates Forum Followed
byVoting till 9:00

Also- Ballot Box open Thursday,1
April 27 from 12AM-2PM I
in Kosher Dining Hall

 Positions to be elected:
President

Vice President-Social Programs
Vice President-Religious Affairs
Treasurer Secretary Publiqti,
All candidates must submit their names in
writing to Marshal before noon, April 26

For more info call: 243-1442
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By the director of FRITZ THE CAT and COONSKIN:

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.

A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

20TH CENTURY FOX PRESENTS \'‘

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

FRI APRIL 21 GREAT HALL

SAT APRIL 22 SHRIVER HAL
7:30 & 10:00 PM admission $1.00

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

2001: A SPACE
ODYSSEY

FRI AND SAT APRIL 21 & 2
SHRIVER HALL
12:00 Midnight

FREE to Hopkins Undergraduates w/ ID
All Others admission $1.00
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